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FY2022 Mid-Year 
PFTAC Steering 
Committee Meeting

DECEMBER 2, 2021

David Kloeden
PFTAC Director

IMF| Pacific Financial Technical Assistance Centre: Newly Renovated Office 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
********************    START RECORDINGWelcome to this virtual PFTAC Steering Committee meeting at the mid-point of the 2022 fiscal year.  This is a busy time of the year for all of us, so I do appreciate you making your time available to meet today as we have a range of important issues that will benefit from the awareness and views of as many Steering Committee members and stakeholders as possible.I would first like to acknowledge the hosts of PFTAC, the Government of Fiji and particularly the Reserve Bank of Fiji and welcome back the chairperson for today as was the case in June and July, Deputy Governor Esala Masitabua. Let me explain in advance that IMF and PFTAC staff will be presenting today more than we would normally prefer as we usually aim to have a better balance of stakeholder-led presentations. It is an unfortunate necessity given several of the agenda items, particularly with respect to sharing with you where we have reached with our Phase VI plans as well as to wrap-up the mid-term external evaluation of PFTAC’s fifth phase with a presentation of the IMF’s Action Plan.   While we may be leading with the presentations, I really do hope that this will generate plenty of interventions with questions, comments of support, or suggestions for improvement or consideration.
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Our Phase V Contributors (so far)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will have seen this slide in previous meetings, so I wonder if any of you may spot a change.As I always do, I briefly show this slide to recognize and thank those who underwrite PFTAC operations.  Over the course of 2021 we have benefited from the generosity of seven donors whose flags are displayed. We have now received all pledged contributions from the donor community for Phase V which we are very grateful for. For the eagle-eyed, you may have spotted one more member country flag that brings to 15 out of 16 PFTAC member countries that have voluntarily signed Letters of Understanding and committed and made contributions so far. We very much welcome Palau who recently joined this group.And of course the IMF also contributes to PFTAC operations and finances.
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Ms. Ann-Margret Westin

Deputy Division Chief, Global Partnership Division, 

IMF Institute for Capacity Development (ICD)

Introductory Speakers

Mr. Esala Masitabua

Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank of Fiji (RBF)                
Chairperson of the 2021 PFTAC Annual Steering Committee Meetings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will have two short introductory speakers beginning with a representative of the IMF’s Institute for Capacity Development in Washington.  I will shortly call upon Ms. Ann-Margret Westin who is deputy chief of the Global Partnerships Division with responsibilities across the entire network of 17 regional centers like PFTAC to say a few words.Following Ann-Margret, I will call upon our chairperson for this and the previous meetings, Deputy Governor Esala Masitabua from the Reserve Bank of Fiji for his opening statement.Let's begin with Ann-Margret who will be immediately followed by Esala.Thank you very much, and welcome to everyone.
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Agenda
Time (Suva time) Duration 

(minutes) Description Speaker Organization 

11:00 am - 11:12 am 2 Welcome David Kloeden PFTAC Director 
5 - Introductory remarks Ann-Margret Westin ICD/Global Partnership DDC
5 - Opening comments by Fiji Esala Masitabua Fiji Chair - RBF Deputy Governor

11.12 a.m. – 11.30 a.m. Review and report of First half of FY2022
5 - Summary of Outturn and Activities, Challenges, Accomplishments David Kloeden PFTAC Director 

- Budget Utilization and Projected Outturn David Kloeden
5 - Questions and Answers 
2 Endorsement of Updated FY2022 Work Plan (Item #1) Esala Masitabua SC Chairperson

Endorsement of Affirmation of Phase V Extension (Item #2) Esala Masitabua SC Chairperson
6 - Highlight Country TA Experience - Palau Tax Reforms Mr. Rhinehart Silas Head Palau Revenue Mgmt Div

11:30 am - 11:45 am Phase V Mid-Term External Evaluation
10 - IMF Action Plan in response to Report Recommendations James Yoo IMF/ICD Global Partnerships
5 - Questions and Answers

11:45 a.m. - 12:05 p.m. Unlocking Access to Climate Financing for Pacific Island Countries 
15 - Presentation of Departmental Paper Findings and Recommendations Natalija Novta Economist, APD Pacific Division
5 - Questions and Answers

12:05 p.m. - 12:35 p.m. 30 Proposed Features of Phase VI of PFTAC Funding and Operations David Kloeden PFTAC Director 
- Overview of process, next steps, and timeline
- Proposed Priorities, Programs, and Resident Advisors
- Resources, Modalities, Fund-Raising
- Discussions, Questions and Answers

12:35 p.m. - 12:50 p.m. 8 Proposals to Enhance Steering Committee Governance and Effectiveness Esala Masitabua SC Chairperson
- Role, tenure, and succession of Chairperson and new Vice-Chairperson David Kloeden PFTAC Director 
- Proposal for Steering Committee Operational Guidelines

4 - Discussion and decision on Next Steps Esala Masitabua SC Chairperson
2 Endorsement to Retain Phase V Member Contribution Formula (Item #3) Esala Masitabua SC Chairperson

12:50 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Wrap-up and Concluding Observations
5 - Final Observations of Macroeconomic Priorities and PFTAC future Todd Schneider IMF/APD Pacific Division Chief
5 - Closing Remarks Esala Masitabua Fiji Chair - RBG Deputy Governor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again, we are limiting ourselves to a two-hour virtual session today with a quite packed but achievable agenda. Most agenda items are quite short, other than a longer presentation and opportunity for plenty of comments and discussions about the IMF’s proposals for Phase VI.I will shortly segue into an update of PFTAC operations at the mid-point of fiscal year 2022 in terms of our capacity development delivery and challenges as we approach two years of operating remotely.  We have updated our FY2022 workplans to reflect these realities that needed to be modestly scaled-back from our very ambitious expectations at the start of the year that foresaw a resumption of travel and return to in-country engagement by now.  We will seek high-level endorsement to the proposed changes to the workplan. Also, we are heading towards another large budget underspend as was also the case in FY2021 with no travel or in-person training costs.  This has implications for the balance of Phase V that we will seek affirmation of an extension of a full year through April 2023. We are not entirely bereft of speakers from our member countries, we had two short contributions planned to briefly elaborate about recent PFTAC support, but were only able to confirm one.In June we received a detailed briefing by the mid-term external evaluators.  With their report recently finalized and circulated, James Yoo from Global Partnerships will be outlining the IMF’s Action Plan in response to the evaluators’ findings and recommendations, crystalizing our initial response outlined in June. Next, we want to take the opportunity to share the findings of a joint exercise and paper produced by the Fiscal Affairs and Asia Pacific Departments of the IMF on unlocking access to climate finance for Pacific island countries.That will be followed by our discussions about the proposals for the sixth phase of PFTAC operations and financing, and finally a session to further elaborate ideas to help strengthen the effectiveness of the Steering Committee. Like countless other virtual meetings, we will be monitoring the chat function which you are invited to use to pose a question or statement or indicate a wish to speak. Those who do speak, please keep your intervention short and concise so we can stay on track.  Otherwise, please keep your microphones muted at all other times. 
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Introduction of the New Revenue Advisor

Ms. Katrina Williams

Appointed Second PFTAC Revenue Admin advisor in October 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me start with a word of welcome to our newest member of the PFTAC team, Katrina Williams who joined us on October 18th in a newly established position as the second resident revenue advisor. Katrina has 40 years public sector experience, the last 24 years in Inland Revenue New Zealand, bringing expertise in the design and delivery of all core revenue functions, in strategic and multi-year planning, and in compliance-related intervention design. Katrina has an extensive background in organizational reform, revenue administration modernization, and change and innovation, and recently led New Zealand Inland Revenue’s organizational design and change group.  We look forward to her bringing this extensive experience to work with our current advisor Georg Eysselein take the PFTAC revenue program to the next level. Welcome Katrina
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FY2022/H1 Highlights: In Numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turning to my update of our programs at the mid-point of FY2022, CD delivery has become increasingly challenging with missions taking longer and requiring more resources than was experienced during the same period a year earlier. Increasingly, we are asked to defer delivery until travel resumes, and some planned activities cannot move forward given prerequisite steps are stalled. Some countries have understandably prioritized urgent actions to manage COVID-19 outbreaks over CD, but fatigue is emerging even in some COVID-free countries.  We all look forward to a post-COVID world allowing us to resume travel and reengage in-person, but building on those practices that have worked well in a virtual worldCompared to mid-FY2021, there has been a slight decline in the number of missions delivered down from 55 to 50 by mid-FY2022, but conversely with a large increase in the number of TA days utilized up from 556 to 834.The proposed adjusted FY2022 workplans now aim to deliver 158 missions and activities versus the original plan of 200, a reduction of 21 percent using 2,455 TA days, which is only a 9 percent reduction over the original plan, reflecting the longer duration and extra resources to continue virtual engagement.  Measured against the adjusted plans, execution at mid-year is approximately one third. On the training front, we have delivered 8 of 18 planned events, which you can see the metrics in this slide at mid-year.  Despite the challenges, the share of CD to fragile states is up marginally from FY2021, but still short of the Phase V average of about 34 percent.I’ll elaborate on a few of the other numbers in the next slide.
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FY2022/H1 TOTAL TA DAYS BY COUNTRY (834 DAYS) FY2021/H1 TOTAL 834 TA DAYS BY PROGRAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These two pie charts illustrate the number of days by country and program of direct TA delivery on missions and training events by the resident and short-term experts.  In addition to these 834 TA days, the resident advisors accounted worked another 557 days at PFTAC or their virtual office, amounting to 1,391 TA days for the six-month period. Countries like Tonga, Cook Islands, Solomon Islands, and Papua New Guinea have continued to be the bigger users of PFTAC services, while the share by Fiji and Samoa that is traditionally sizable has temporarily declined given the COVID outbreak and change of government. Conversely, we see Palau receiving substantial help towards the ambitious reform agenda of the new government which we will hear a little more about shortly, and a step-up in Niue. Looking at activity by program, we see the Macro program has performed strongly moving to second place given expanded use of short-term experts responding to new demands on tax reform modeling, nontax revenue reform, training in financial programing and inflation forecasting, and increased work on medium-term frameworks including in collaboration with recently launched ICD programs.  The Statistics programs have delivered close to their workplans, but the financial sector supervision program has faced specific challenges in delivering an extremely ambitious workplan with many missions having to be postponed to FY2023.
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Items for Steering Committee Endorsement #1
Changes to FY2022 Workplan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see the net effect of the proposed changes to the FY2022 workplans by country with the blue bars being the original plan versus the adjusted plan in the red bars.  The green line against the right axis indicates the percentage of delivery against the adjusted workplan by country.An important point to note is that the reduced workplan mostly arises from a deferral of missions or activities until FY2023 when travel is hoped to restart. There are other changes reflecting some new activities as well as resource changes to existing activities. The full details were circulated to members before this meeting in workplans laid out by program and country.Overall, six countries (Nauru, Niue, Marshall Islands, Solomon Islands, Tonga and Tuvalu) see increases in the volume of TA they will receive along with regional TA delivery versus the original plan. Net declines are shared across the other 10 PFTAC countries, that more than offset the increase. Of these 10 countries, Fiji and Timor-Leste account for the biggest reductions.I am happy to respond to any questions, but hopefully you were able to see further elaboration in the note circulated before this meeting as well as in the write-up in the recent Quarterly Report.Otherwise at this point I would like to seek the endorsement of the group to the package of changes for the balance of the FY2022 workplans.   
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Items for Steering Committee Endorsement #2
Affirmation of Phase V Extension

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That brings us to the second item for consideration and endorsement by members.In June, an extension of Phase V was endorsed beyond the original end-date in April 2022, for a minimum extension of six months, and most likely a full-year through April 2023 depending on budget projections.Of the endorsed FY2022 budget of US$7.335 million inclusive of trust fund fee, we are projecting a yearend outturn in a range of $4 - $5 million most likely around US$ 4.5 million. This would give us a robust balance projected between US$ 7.6 million and US$ 8.6 million on-hand in May 2022, with the most likely scenario around US$8.0 million. We will of course develop and submit a  detailed full-year FY2023 workplan and budget for our May meeting based on the actual FY2022 outturn. However, the funds expected to be on-hand will be sufficient to finance a work program on par or greater than any year of activity before COVID-19, including extensive travel and in-person training. We could consider accelerating some activities and resources planned for Phase VI if available funds exceed the cost of an ambitious but achievable work program to minimize the risk of remaining unspent balances at yearend.  These options could also be presented in May subject to reactions to the proposed Phase VI program. Are there any questions on this proposal to endorse an affirmation of the extension of Phase V for a full 12-month period through the end of April 2023?
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Short Country Intervention

Recent PFTAC CD Support to:

• Palau - recent assistance with revenue reforms

• Rhinehart Silas, Director of Revenue 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To conclude this segment focused on activities in the first half of the fiscal year, I would like to call upon a representative of a member country to brief us on recent support they have been receiving from PFTAC.  I invite the director of the Palau Revenue Division, Mr. Rhinehart Silas to talk to us about a very exciting and ambitious reform package that the new administration that came into office in January this year has been pursuing.  While Rhinehart will talk about how we have been helping with the tax reform in the areas of tax policy, legislation drafting, revenue modeling, and tax administration preparations, we have or expect to be busy supporting Palau in other areas including the financial sector and debt management.Anyway, lets now here from Rhinehart who hopefully is connected. 
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Access to Climate 
Finance in Pacific 
Islands Countries

Asia and Pacific Department 
Fiscal Affairs Department

DECEMBER 2, 2021

Ms. Natalija Novta, APD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many thanks to Rhinehart for describing the recent experiences of Palau to advance their ambitious reform agenda where PFTAC has been able to assist despite the challenges of COVID and need to engage by remote means.We will now shift gears a little as we have carved out about 20 minutes to share the outcome of some very interesting and important research and findings about an issue of great concern to the Pacific.�With COP26 just concluded, and the heightened attention to climate change that Pacific Islanders need no reminder, we have heard over recent years of promises of large sums of money for climate change mitigation and most importantly for the Pacific, adaptation.  However, expectations have fallen far short. The amounts supposedly available have been disappointing and the pathways for access complicated, frustrating many in the Pacific at both the national and regional level.  Given this, a group of IMF staff from the Asia Pacific Department and the Fiscal Affairs Department have completed a very insightful body of research that was recently published in a departmental paper that one of the authors, Ms. Natalija Novta will now present and respond to any questions or comments.This is a very timely piece of work and dovetails nicely with the stepped-up focus of PFTAC particularly in the Public Financial Management space where we have previously described our efforts such as with the PEFA Climate assessment in Samoa, Climate Change Policy Assessments in Tonga and Micronesia, and work with the Pacific Island Forum Secretariat through a technical working group on PFM and Climate Finance. Without any further ado, let me invite Natalija to begin her presentation. 
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Phase V Mid-Term External Evaluation Action Plan

Mr. James Yoo 

Global Partnerships Division, IMF Institute for Capacity Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many thanks to Natalija and her colleagues from the Asia Pacific and Fiscal Affairs Departments for their excellent work and her presentation this morning.I would now like to turn to James Yoo from the Global Partnerships Division in the IMF’s Institute of Capacity Development to run through the IMF’s Action Plan to PFTAC’s Phase V mid-term external evaluation which was presented in detail by the evaluators in June.  At that time, I recall I provided some preliminary responses to the evaluators' findings and recommendations that have now been pulled together in the Action Plan that James will present.  With apologies for the short opportunity and lead-time, both the final version of the evaluators report and the Action Plan were circulated to member yesterday. 
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PFTAC Phase V
Mid-Term Evaluation 
Action Plan 
DECEMBER 1, 2021

James Yoo
Global Partnerships Division 
Institute for Capacity Development
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Overview of Recommendations 

1. PFTAC Governance
2. Hybrid model 
3. Long-term sustainable solutions in states 
4. Improve HR Practices for LTXs
5. Improve support to advisors from Center staff
6. Use of RBM to support program-based approach 
7. Integration of Priority Thematic Areas into PFTAC programs
8. Develop regional expertise for use in the program 
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PFTAC Governance 

Recommendation 1: PFTAC Steering Committee should encourage and 
support member countries in playing a more active role in PFTAC governance 

• Broadly Agree
• Additional virtual meetings planned between annual SC meetings 
• Draft guidance note 
• Seek Steering Committee’s guidance on Executive Committee 
• Proposed tenure for Chair and new Vice-Chair 
• Opportunities for peer learning and exposure 
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Recommendation 2: In Phase VI, the IMF and PFTAC should consider 
adopting a hybrid in-person/remote model for PFTAC TA delivery as well other 
modalities and initiatives that will enhance member countries’ engagement and 

role in CD delivery

Hybrid Model

• Fully agree 
• IMF is actively working on future hybrid model 
• Pilot activities to explore best practice for CD operations  
• PFTAC will be part of discussion
• Seek opportunities for more peer-to-peer exchanges and   

attachments 
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Addressing Development Gaps and 
Capacity Supplementation

Recommendation 3: PFTAC and the IMF should work together with development 
partners and other regional partners to develop long-term, sustainable, Pacific-

centric solutions to pervasive gaps in states requiring capacity supplementation in 
PFTAC program areas. 

• Partially Agree 
• IMF works closely with a wide range of development partners,    

regional institutions
• Gaps primarily evident in NSOs in fragile states
• Fund intends to increase engagement with fragile states 
• Country ownership and partnerships are essential 
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HR Practices

Recommendations 4 and 5: PFTAC and the IMF should improve HR 
practices with respect to LTXs; PFTAC should improve its support to 

advisors from Center staff 

• Broadly Agree 
• Propose actions to improve succession planning, on boarding and 

continuity of operations 
• Several measures have improved support to LTXs: local staff 

performance assessments, harmonization with HQ, access to 
training programs 

• Creation of Office Manager
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Results Based Management (RBM) 

Recommendation 6: PFTAC should improve its use of RBM in the design and delivery 
of CD to support a program-based approach to country prioritization of needs and 
resource use, and sequencing of CD delivery to member countries within country 

programs.

• Agree 
• CDMAP: Strengthening logframes and harmonizing practices 

across Fund 
• SC meeting: Setting RBM expectations and agreed strategic   

program objectives  
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Integration of Priority Themes

Recommendation 7: PFTAC and the IMF should better integrate priority thematic 
areas into PFTAC programs

• Partially agree 
• PFTAC highly responsive to cross cutting issues of climate change 

and gender
• Potential opportunities for further expansion with budget 

augmentation
• Should be demand driven and reflective of PIC priorities 
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Development of Regional Expertise

Recommendation 8: PFTAC should allocate resources to develop regional 
expertise for engagement and use in the program 

• Agree 
• Support expansion of a pool of experts from the region for regional 

activities (with caveats), supporting further south-south and peer-to-
peer initiatives 

• Intern program
• Collaboration with universities 
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Macroeconomic Context

Process so far and going forward

Proposed Programs and Resources

Costs and Fund-Raising

Comments, Suggestions, Questions, and Answers 

Phase VI Proposal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you James.  Its now time to turn to the keynote issue of today’s meeting, and that is to bring you up to date where we are with planning for the sixth phase of PFTAC operations and financing that we have now confirmed will begin on May 1st, 2023.We have 30 minutes for this purpose, I hope I don’t need to speak for more than 10 to 15 minutes so that we can have some good discussions and feedback to take the process forward.You have all received a note outlining the Phase VI proposal that I do hope you have had a chance to read and consider.  I will summarize and elaborate on some of it beginning by positioning the planning within the macroeconomic context we find ourselves and that frames the medium-term horizon.I will explain the process so far and the steps ahead to successfully take this forward.Of probably most interest will be which programs and resident advisors we propose are included in Phase 6 plus other resource implications. This of course translates to a bottom-line fund-raising target that I will then elaborate. 
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Heavily influenced by post-COVID priorities

Climate change and disaster vulnerabilities still dominate

Recovery likely to be slow and divergent

Some longstanding issues have worsened

Need and demand for PFTAC more essential now than ever

Phase VI Proposal – the Macroeconomic Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heavily influenced by post-COVID recovery and addressing imbalances and capacity weaknesses exposed by the crisis like debt sustainability in a few PICsClimate change and vulnerability to disasters similarly underlines the context, with heightened urgency for action and results post-COP26Recovery likely to be slow and divergentSome longstanding issues have worsened or come to the fore with COVID, such as debt, SOE contingent liabilities, rising non-performing loans, and adequacy of PFM systems to unlock climate financingMedium-term frameworks and capacity around modeling and forecasting will be crucial to plot and manage the way forward.Need for PFTAC more essential than ever
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 Internal IMF processes recently concluded

Availability now of a draft Program Document was too ambitious

Program Document drafting is underway targeted for end-January

 Feedback today and from a review period in February will feed 
into final version by early-April for publication

Hoping for initial donor pledges at May 2022 SC meeting 

Phase VI Proposal – the Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internal IMF processes have taken longer than hoped – timeline was always very ambitious.Work is underway on Program Document, target to have a first complete draft by end-JanuaryWill benefit from feedback todayWill circulate for review and feedback on a Lapse of Time basis in FebruaryGoal to have a final version published by early April 2022, well before end-May SC meeting when we expect to receive the first donor pledges
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 Recognize July 2 SC meeting call to maintain all current programs

 Excluding Debt Management, increase from 7 to 10 LTX

 LTX unchanged: 2 revenue, 1 each FSS, RSS, Macro (APD backstop)

 Return of GFS program/LTX with extra Debt Statistics focus

 PFM program increase from 2 to 3 LTX, with new climate change focus

 A new Macro Frameworks program/LTX backstopped by ICD

Phase VI – Proposed Programs & Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inputs from our July meeting and Virtual Working Groups recognized the ongoing need to retain all the existing PFTAC programs which is the starting point for this strategy.  It is important to acknowledge that this was a stakeholder-led exercise that is reflected in the IMF’s future planning.Not counting the Debt Management program financed by Japan, there have been an average of 7 resident advisors over Phase V.  The Phase VI strategy proposes to increase this to 9, but more desirably 10.One of the two additional advisors would see a return of the GFS program with the advisor having a widened responsibility for Public Sector Debt Statistics.A second Macroeconomics advisor is proposed, differentiated from the current program and advisor backstopped by APD to be closely integrated but overseen by ICD, and titled the Macroeconomic Framework advisor.  This would continue efforts begun this year using IMF funds around medium-term financial programming with the central banks of Samoa, PNG, Timor-Leste and Vanuatu. Also new innovative approaches such as nowcasting would be developed drawing on new sources of economic and other big data.Then a third PFM advisor is proposed with an explicit focus on Climate Change fiscal issues, building on recent work by the PFTAC team but extending it even further.   This responds to the clear message we have received from member countries and regional entities, and reflective of stepped-up efforts of partners, and corresponds to a heightened role the IMF is developing within the context of its macroeconomic mandate. A third advisor would provide space for the other two PFM advisors to do more in other topics such as gender and digitalization, as well as responding to the critical fiscal challenges of the region.  The IMF uses language about mainstreaming climate change and these other topics into our future work, but it is important to understand what this means.  It begins with a recognition of the macro criticality of the topic and then an increase in the Fund’s analytical and research efforts that feeds into the policy dialogue with member countries.  Over time, we expect to see this further expand into areas of Capacity Development including by centers like PFTAC.  For some topics, it may initially be through webinars and other awareness generating events – we particularly see this around the hot topic of digital currencies.  Eventually this may become mainstreamed into our CD programs such as we are proposing with climate change, although it is important to note that the new advisor’s efforts will be primarily in the fiscal or PFM space even though there are climate change implications for all of the PFTAC programs that will need to bring these issues on board as well. Finally, the IMF is looking to doing more, in fact much more, to address the challenges of fragile states, of which PFTAC has seven.  
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 Funding period is 5 years – May 2023 through April 2028
► versus 5 ½ years planned for Phase V that extended to 6 ½ years

 Fund-raising target for donors/member countries – US$ 40 million
► US$ 36 million from donors 
► US$ 4 million from member countries (10 percent)

 Approximately 25 percent more each year in budget and delivery versus 
actual Phase V outturn

 Plus, US$ 3 million from IMF (US$ 0.6 m annually)
► Possibly marginally more for admin costs freeing up funds for CD
► And possibility of extra funds for CD efforts in expanding areas of IMF focus like 

climate change and fragile states

Phase VI Proposal – Costs and Fundraising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fund-raising target is $US 40 million, of which $US 36 million is sought from donors and the 10 percent balance from member countries under the current contribution formula.  This is over a 5-year period versus 6 ½ years of Phase V, so represents an increase of close to 25 percent in funding and outputs.The IMF is expected to continue covering costs of at least $US 3 million over 5 years that may actually increase that could free up some of the $40 million to direct delivery.
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Background and impetus for possible change

Strengthening SC governance and effectiveness

Draft SC Operational Guidelines 

 Issues for Consideration

Endorsement Item #3: retention of member country contribution 
model

Steering Committee Issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our penultimate session today is to consider some ideas to enhance the engagement and effectiveness of the Steering Committee which is crucial to good governance.I will briefly cover some background and basis why this is on the agenda. It partly arises from the findings and recommendations of the recent external evaluation and indeed governance issues were also included in the previous evaluation back in 2015.   The IMF also has some experience at other centers that may be worth considering in the context of the Pacific.To that end, a document has been circulated to begin discussions about Draft Operational Guidelines for the Steering Committee. We will go through several articles in this draft for some initial reaction and decide how this matter could be pursued.Finally, members will be asked to endorse an item that was presented in July to retain the member country contribution model and formula that was developed on a consensus basis by the region and has worked effectively throughout Phase V.
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 Phase IV and V External Evaluations noted opportunities to strengthen 
SC governance and effectiveness

 Start of country contributions in Phase V expected to increase SC 
engagement by member countries

 In late Phase IV, proposal for 2-year term of SC Chair, but chair has 
rotated annually in Phase V to SC hosting country representative

 Phase V external evaluation proposes an SC Executive Committee 

 IMF suggestion to consider the Caribbean experience

Steering Committee Issues – Appetite/Need for Change?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, why is this on the agenda, and what is the problem we trying to address?Well, it is not a new issue.  The idea of introducing a term or tenure for the chair and having a charter or some sort of guiding document for the Steering Committee dates to the 2015 efforts that successfully developed and introduced the member country contribution model. Also as mentioned, both the 2015 and 2021 external evaluations have commented that the Steering Committee is not functioning to its full potential and that measures to enhance its effectiveness should be considered.And as mentioned, and briefly outlined in July, the IMF has an interesting experience in the Caribbean that I am familiar with and that is reported to be working well. You have received two documents for the discussion today. First is a 3 – 4-page note laying out the issues for consideration, plus an initial draft of some Operational Guidelines.  
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 Tenure and Succession of Chair (# 13 & 14)
►Retain status quo and rotate annually, or have a defined term?
►Succession of chair – would a Vice-Chair be useful?

 Frequency and Timing of SC Meetings (# 5 & 6)

 Sub-Committees (#8) and Constituencies (#10)

 Quorum (#11)

 Decision Making (#9)
►Workplans (# 19 – 23)

Operational Guidelines Issues for Consideration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turning to the draft Operational Guidelines, I suggest we hone-in on various clauses to begin the discussion. Now, the Chair and I see this is as the start of the process.  If there is consensus on any particular issue, that would be good to note, whether for inclusion or exclusion. If members want more opportunity to think about and discuss the issues, that is fine, so we suggest we come back to such issues at the in-person meeting in May.I guess the starting point is whether there is support for such a document whatever is agreed about its contents.  Let’s assume there is enough interest to at least put the idea on the table for discussion.Let’s begin with the tenure or term of the chair.  Current arrangements are not articulated and have simply comprised a rotation each year to a representative of the country hosting the annual meeting.  That has certainly worked during my first three years at PFTAC, with meetings and chairpersons from the Solomon Islands, Tonga and Papua New Guinea.  This year Fiji has kindly chaired even though we have been meeting virtually mostly from Suva.The starting issue is whether this model is optimal?  Do we get the continuity, commitment, and potential regional leadership with a rotation of the chair each year?  Or would we stand to gain more by having a defined term for the chair?  And if so, for how long?  The 2015 suggestion was for two years, the Caribbean model is for three years which is about half of the center’s average funding and operating cycle.Regardless of the chair’s tenure, would there be merit in creating a Vice-Chair who would be the expected successor of the Chair, whether rotating annually or every second or third year?Next is the frequency and timing of meetings.  On timing, we are somewhat locked into the IMF budget and planning cycle that recently resulted in all centers being required to meet after the start of the fiscal year rather than beforehand. Instead of our tradition of late March, we met this year in late June.  My suggestion would be a target of within two months of the new fiscal year that starts on May 1st.  Annual in-person meetings have been the tradition.  I think we will all appreciate coming together in-person as soon as possible hopefully in May in Niue.  However, these recent virtual meetings seem to have been worthwhile and probably merit retaining at least once between annual in-person meetings. The evaluators suggested meeting every three months which I personally think is too often and would favor at least once between annual meetings and more if there is an explicit need.  Also, for consideration is to have something different every other year. Sub-committees and working groups can serve a valuable purpose whether ad-hoc as was the case for the five virtual groups established for Phase VI considerations.  The evaluators proposed an Executive Committee that may be worthwhile with or without changes to the role and tenure of the chair.  A clause from the Caribbean model is included to allow for constituencies where two or more countries are represented by mutual agreement of one country.  I am not sure whether this would be of interest or needed in the Pacific.To ensure decision making and actions have a majority basis, a Quorum could be specified covering country members, donors and the IMF.Finally, the SC has always worked on a consensus basis that presumably would be preserved but with a mechanism to unblock a stalemate and to ensure annual workplans can similarly move forward given the complexity and multiple engagement points in their formulation.
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 History:
• PFTAC was last IMF center to introduce member contributions. 
• Contribution Sharing Formula:  developed by consensus across the 16 member countries from start of Phase V 

to cover 10 percent of budget
• Application of the Formula: all contributions voluntary but requires LoU that were signed by all but one country. 

Of $US3.9m expected for Phase V, $US2.96 million received so far
 Formula model:

• Three weighted components: (1) economy size (GDP) – 70 %; (2) average per-capital income  – 15 %; and (3) 
share of Phase IV resources received from PFTAC – 15 %.

• Reasonableness – annual country contribution falls within 0.01 and 0.02 percent of annual national budget 
expenditure, with an outlier adjustment for PNG at 0.005 percent

• Country cohorts for Phase V:  to generate $US 707,000 annually if fully paid: $250K – PNG; $125K – Fiji; $100K 
– Timor-Leste; $30K – Samoa, Solomon Islands, and Vanuatu; $20K – Cook Islands, RMI, FSM, Palau, and 
Tonga; $15K – Kiribati and Nauru; $5K – Niue and Tuvalu; and $2K – Tokelau

 Applying the Formula in Phase VI requires an average 13 percent increase in annual contributions:
• To generate $US 800,000 annually if fully paid: $282K – PNG; $141 – Fiji; $112K – Timor-Leste; $34K – Samoa, 

Solomon Islands, and Vanuatu; $23K – Cook Islands, RMI, FSM, Palau, and Tonga; $17K – Kiribati and Nauru; 
$6K – Niue and Tuvalu; and $2K – Tokelau

Endorsement Item #3: Member Country Contributions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on to PFTAC financing and a quick recap of the member country contribution model that is spelt out in the note for endorsement item number 3.Before Phase V, PFTAC had only two financing sources, namely donors and the IMF.   PFTAC was the very first IMF regional CD center established, and by 2015 when this issue was considered by PFTAC member countries, a dozen new centers had been established, all having a funding formula that included member country contributions.Given PFTAC was an outlier, a regional expert was tasked to develop options for the member country consideration that would raise between 5 and 15 percent of the targeted Phase V budget envelope.Considerable time and effort went into reaching a consensus agreement to a model that would potentially raise 10 percent of Phase V costs over a 5 ½ year period provided all 16 countries made their voluntary contributions.  In this case, around $US 3.9 million would be raised, of which almost $US 3 million has been received to date.  Contributions can only be accepted by the IMF if the member country has signed a nonbinding Letter of Understanding that were completed by all but one country. There are three components to the contribution formula as you can see, with a 70 percent weighting going to the size of each members’ economy measured by GDP, with two other weightings of 15 percent each for per capita income and the share of CD received by each country in Phase IV.Finally, a reasonableness test was applied to validate that the annual contribution to PFTAC would be within a range of 0.01 and 0.02 percent of each country’s budget expenditure outturn.  A calibration was applied to Papua New Guinea as an outlier to avoid an even more disproportionately sized contribution.  Nevertheless, Papua New Guinea has fully contributed more than US$ 1 million in Phase V, which even exceeds the full contribution of one donor.Dividing the target of $US 3.9 million over the expected 5 ½ years of Phase V produced an annual contribution target of $US 707,000.  Countries were assigned to cohorts consistent with the funding formula giving rise to the annual contribution amounts shown, ranging from $US 250,000 for Papua New Guinea to $US 2,000 a year for Tokelau.As you heard in the Phase VI briefing, we are looking for member countries to continue contributing 10 percent of the costs which would be marginally more in Phase VI at $4 million up from $3.9 million in phase V but over 5 rather than 5 ½ years.  This would mean $800,000 is targeted from member countries each year, up 13 percent from $707,000 annually, with individual country contributions similarly increased as you can see in this slide.  Members are asked to endorse a continuation of member country contributions based on the principles of the model introduced in Phase V that would cover 10 percent of non-IMF financed expenses.
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Wrap-Up

• Closing Remarks by IMF Steering Committee Representative
• Mr. Todd Schneider, Chief, Pacific Islands Division, Asia Pacific Department

• Closing Remarks by the Chairperson
• Deputy Governor Esala Masitabua, Reserve Bank of Fiji
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